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for AC-Trolley Line etc.).

1Abstract—This paper describes research into a novel
control strategy of traction converter for the AC-Trolley Line
with the middle frequency transformer (MFT). Attention is

paid to the problematics of finding a suitable control
algorithm that will provide minimal magnetic saturation.
This could be ensured by variable pulse widths, determined
according to the actual value of input voltage. Special
attention is focused on the single-phase matrix converter
topology and the best commutation solution. Two basic
methods of controlling the switches in the matrix converter are
discussed. The first method requires some knowledge of the
converter output current polarity and the second method
assumes some knowledge of the input voltage polarity. In
addition, the article describes the switching method in
uncertain states – when the voltage or current cross zero.
Moreover, the paper presents a new modular topology with
several separate middle frequency transformers. The proposed
algorithm is described and implemented in the laboratory
model.
Index Terms—Matrix converters, electric
transformer cores, high-voltage techniques.

Fig. 1. Classical AC traction vehicle topology with line traction
transformer.

The recent trend in research into new traction converter
topologies for multi-system locomotives, trains, suburban
units and vehicles supplied by AC electrification systems is
strongly oriented towards the reduction of weight and
emphasizes dimensions of a new generation of electrical
equipment used in these vehicles [2]–[11]. The investigated
traction converter configurations are often inspired by
known topologies from switching power supplies, which are
however, operated at dramatically different power levels.
One of the perspective configurations of the new traction
converters is a topology employing MFT (Fig. 2).

vehicles,

I. INTRODUCTION
This research has been motivated by our industrial
partner's demand to reduce the weight of the electrical
equipment of the railway vehicle (mainly the bulky line
traction transformer [1] found on board of railway vehicles)
in order to enhance rated power.
Figure 1 shows the basic topology of the classic AC
trolley line traction vehicle. High voltage input is reduced
by the traction transformer (TT). Due to very low supplying
frequency (i.e. traction systems in Europe use trolley voltage
25 kV/50 Hz or 15 kV/16.7 Hz), the traction transformer is
very bulky (for example 15t for rated power 6.4 MW). The
transformer's weight causes a lot of problems especially for
total vehicle weight due to limited weigh per axle
(22.5 tons/axle, i.e. 4-axle locomotive limitation is about
90 tons). The total weight limitation has a significant impact

Fig. 2. The traction converter topology with MFT.

Increasing traction transformer frequency can be realized
by implementing the special high-voltage input frequency
converter (HVC) [2], [3], [6]–[11]. The HVC can be realised
as a multi-level converter M2LC [3], serial connection of
indirect frequency converters [7]–[10] or serial connection
of direct frequency converters [11].
This paper deals with traction converter topology with
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MFT and serial connection of direct frequency converters.
On the contrary, in this paper the HVC is based on matrix
converters, comparing to [11], where the direct frequency
converters operate as cycloconverters (there is not input
filter HVF and therefore input converter HVC cannot
operates as matrix converter).
Figure 3 shows the topology with the series connection of
medium-voltage converters the primary side of the MFT and
one converter on the secondary side of the MFT. Figure 3
presents only 2 levels on the primary side realised by the
matrix converters MC [12]–[15]), however the real
application will consist of a higher number of levels (for
example 14 cells which use 6.5 kV semiconductor elements
on 25 kV trolley line).

multisystem vehicles for all four traction systems used on
European railroads – the trolley system 1.5 kV DC
connection of output traction converters VSI is parallel
(3 kV DC trolley system is realized by serial connection).
II. SINGLE PHASE MATRIX CONVERTER
Figure 5 describes a detail of single-phase matrix
converter MC. Four semiconductor switches are
implemented as an “anti-serial” combination of two IGBT
(see for example S0 and S1 in Fig. 5) or an anti-parallel
combination of two IGCT, or reversible-blocking RB-IGBT.
Input terminals (in1-in2) are connected to a voltage
source (capacitance Cf of input filter) and output phases
(out1-out2) are connected to a current source (leaking
inductance of MFT or additional inductance Lk for VSAR).

Fig. 3. Modern topology with middle frequency transformer (MFT) and
matrix converters (MC).

The input trolley voltage is divided by the input filter
(serial connection of capacitances Cf1, Cf2 ...). For safe
operation it is very important to spread the input voltage
through these capacitances. The MCs transforms the 50 Hz
(or 16.7 Hz) sine-wave to 400 Hz rectangular signal
(influenced by 2-order harmonic due to single phase AC
trolley system).

Fig. 5. Single-phase matrix converter.

Generally speaking, matrix converters can consist of
m-input terminals and n-output phases (for three matrix
converter m = n = 3). It is possible to describe actual
switching combination using a matrix with m rows and n
columns. Each element of this matrix can acquire “logical
zero” (open switch) or “logical one” (closed switch).
Figure 6 shows switching combinations for a single phase
matrix converter (according to Fig. 5 m = n = 2) described
by only one scalar (s = +1, s = ±0 or s = -1).
Switching combinations s = ±0 (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d))
give zero output voltage (so called “zero or NULL vectors”)
and create some unfavourable effects – e.g. oscillation and
high voltage ripple in input filter.

Fig. 4. Multisystem vehicle (for AC-Trolley Line and DC-Trolley Line).

a)

The secondary side of the MFT is similar to the classic
topology (Fig. 1) with respect to higher operational
frequency. The output of the indirect frequency converter
(with high value of capacitance CO in DC-link) is used for
filtering this low-frequency power ripple. Multisystem
traction vehicle (DC system + AC system 50 Hz and
16.7 Hz) can use capacitance CO as the input filter for DCtrolley. Figure 4 shows the power circuits of modern

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 6. Switching combination for single phase converter.
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Matrix converters are connected to a voltage-source at the
input (filter capacitor) and to the current-source at the output
(MFT leakage inductance). Therefore, the input phases
cannot be short-circuited and the output phases cannot be
disconnected.
In order to replace the matrix converter we have to
implement a special control algorithm.

current – short circuit voltage input through open elements
S3 and S7 in time intervals t(T1 ; T4).

III. MATRIX CONVERTER COMMUTATION

Fig. 9. Commutation according to the knowledge of polarity of input
voltage (positive input voltage and negative output current).

The basic control algorithms employ a 4-step
commutation based on knowledge of input voltage polarity
(Fig. 7–Fig. 9) or output current polarity (Fig.10–Fig. 12).
Practical realization can also be realized using its
modification. Let us briefly describe the basic principles.
Figure 7 and Fig. 10 show matrix converters realized by
IGCT designed to simplify the power circuits and the
commutation explanation (the open switch is marked in
black and the closed switch in white).
Commutation from switching state s = +1 to switching
state s = +0 (for positive input voltage) is based on our
knowledge of input voltage polarity as is described in Fig. 7.

The commutation algorithm is based on the knowledge of
output current polarity as described in Fig. 10. Details of the
switching sequence are shown in Fig. 11 (positive input
voltage) and Fig. 12 (negative input voltage).

Fig. 10. Commutation according to the knowledge of polarity of output
current (negative output current and positive input voltage).

Fig. 7. Commutation by the knowledge of input voltage polarity (positive
input voltage and positive output current).
Fig. 11. Commutation based on the knowledge of polarity of output current
(negative output current and positive input voltage as in Fig. 10).

Figure 8 presents the details of a switching sequence for
the positive output current (the thick line means a closed
device with current, the thin line means a closed device as
well, but without current).

Fig. 12. Commutation based in the knowledge of polarity of output current
(negative output current and negative input voltage).

Error in output current polarity identification (an actual
low value of output current) causes the over-voltage on
element S2 – disconnection of way for load current in time
T1.
The above described basic commutation algorithms have
a very different switching sequence and it is possible to
combine them. Figure 13 shows the principle of combined
algorithm (i.e. preferred method of commutation for actual

Fig. 8. Commutation by the knowledge of polarity of input voltage
(positive input voltage and positive output current as in Fig. 7.).

Figure 9 shows the situation in Fig. 8 with opposite
direction of output current. It is possible to use the same
gate signals for commutation present in Fig. 8 in Fig. 9.
Error in input voltage polarity identification (low actual
value of input voltage) should enable us to avoid the over-
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produced by magnetic flux 

values). In sections 2 and 8 there is a very small current,
therefore we should firstly commutate based on our
knowledge of input voltage polarity. In sections 4 and 6
(low voltage) we commutate based on our knowledge of
output current polarity. In sections 1, 3, 7 or 9 we can
choose commutation based on current or voltage polarity
knowledge.

u in d 

d
.
dt

(1)

It is valid for some time interval (2)
t

d   t 2 u in d d t .
1

(2)

Let us use some optimal “average value” of switching
frequency fSwAv (synchronized with input trolley voltage).
The number of switching instances during one period TTroll
of supply trolley frequency is the ratio between these
frequencies

q  f S w A v / f T ro ll  TT ro ll / T S w  f S w  TT ro ll . (3)
To minimize magnetic saturation we have to fix the same
values of magnetic flux during each switching time interval.
Let us use odd numbers (i.e. j = 1, 3,...) for decreasing mg.
flux  (i.e. negative voltage in MFT) and even numbers (i.e.
j = 2, 4,...) for increasing it

Fig. 13. Combined algorithms of commutation.

Centre section 5 is a problem, because both current and
voltage are very low (polarity detection can cause a hazard).

   1, q    2 , q    3, q    4 , q 

IV. CONSTANT SWITCHING FREQUENCY OF MC

    5, q    6 , q      

Higher operating frequency causes the size minimisation
of the transformer's iron core (reduction of transformer
weight (Fig. 14)) for the same value of magnetic saturation.

j ,q

 co n st .

(4)

For sinusoidal input voltage and actual switching
combination s(t) = sj = 1 of MC we obtain for general
j = 1, 2, 3, 4,… 2q

 j ,q  t j ,q uind dt  t j ,q U A s(t )  sin   t  dt 
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t
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UA 
 cos x j 1,q  cos x j ,q  .

 

(5)

Using time t1,q for the first switching in maximal distance
from the zero crossing reduces problems of commutation
during zero crossing of input voltage and the first changing
of polarity is realized by this zero crossing (without
switching the MC)

Fig. 14. Transformer weight as a function of switching frequency ([9]).

On other hand, very high frequency rapidly increases the
voltage dips in MFT leakage inductances (watt-less leakage
power factor) and additional power losses in converter
(switching power losses), MFT (eddy currents losses,
hysteresis losses) and all conductors (skin effect). We have
to implement a special construction of MFT (special
material of iron core).

x0,q  0.

(6)

For electric vehicle according to Fig. 1 (i.e. for low
frequency transformer without MC s = -1 and q = 1)

U A x1,1
U
sin( x)dx   A cos  0   cos    



x 0,10
U A
T
U
U
(7)
 2  A  TSw  A   Troll
.


1 

V. NOVEL CONTROL STRATEGY WITH OPTIMISATION OF
SWITCHING FREQUENCY OF MC

1,1  

Matrix converter has a time-variable value of the
magnitude of output voltage (Fig. 3). This means that
constantly switching frequency is not optimal and we should
adjust the actual value of switching frequency according to
the actual value of output voltage in order to obtain maximal
power with minimal switching frequency without saturating
the magnetic core.
The actual value of induced voltage uind in MFT is

MC enables an increase in frequency (i.e. ratio q) and
reduces the value of magnetic flux saturation.
Decreasing the magnetic field in MFT (i.e. first odd
numbers j < q + 1, the switching combination of matrix
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converter MC is sj = -1)

1,q   3,q   5,q 

1,1
q

T
U A
  Troll
.
q 

input voltages on input filter capacitors Cf. We can balance
the input filter by:
a) inserting zero vectors in MCs,
b) phase shift between control signals of MCs,
c) additional control algorithm of VSAR in secondary
side of (MFT).

(8)

Equations (8), (5) and (4) yield:

 j ,q  

U A
TTroll  U A
T
  Troll

2
q 









1 cos x j 1,q  cos x j ,q
 cos x j 1,q  cos x j ,q  
, (9)

q
2

















2
cos x j ,q  cos x j 1,q  .
q

(10)

The first negative voltage-pulse begins (6) in position x0,q
= 0 and finish in time (10)
 2
x1,q  ar cos  1   .
 q

Fig. 16. Modular topology with middle frequency transformer MFT and
matrix converters MC.

Control algorithms a) and b) adversely affect the input
filter and can cause voltage ripples. Control algorithm c)
enables quicker time-response (low voltage side with
possibility to use higher switching frequency) and it allows
smaller input filter.

(11)

For other odd numbers we can obtain a general formula

 2 j 
x j ,q  ar cos 1 
.
q 


(12)

VII. MEASUREMENT ON MATRIX CONVERTER
Theoretical considerations of novel control strategy were
verified by PC simulations and then compared with
measurement on a laboratory model (Fig. 17). The power
circuit of the laboratory model is realized according to
Fig. 16. The control algorithm of the proposed traction
converter topology was implemented into float DSP
(TMS320F28335).

For increasing of magnetic flux in MFT (i.e. for the first
even numbers j < q + 1 the switching combination of MC is
sj = 1)

 2,q   4,q   6,q  1,q  

T Troll U A
.
q 

(13)

This result goes to a same result as in (10) and the final
equation (12). General proof of (12) for all values (i.e. for
j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,… q, q + 1) can be achieved by mathematical
induction based equations (6), (11) and (10).
Figure 15 shows graphic examples for small ratio q.

Fig. 17. Laboratory model of traction converter with middle frequency
converter (MFT), input inductance Lk, matrix converter (MC) and voltagesource active rectifier (VSAR) controlled by DSP.

Figure 18–Fig. 20 show the input (“trolley”) voltage uinput,
input current iinput, input voltage of MFT uMFT and gate
signals for IGBT in a matrix converter for different ratio q.
Real voltage has a small voltage ripple and oscillation
(during commutation), because inductances in the output
side of the matrix converter reduce the slow rate of current
(it bring non-sinusoidal current and requirement to the input
filter).
Figure 18 and Fig. 20 contain an even number of ratio q
and it is evident that input voltage of MFT uMFT during the
half period begins and ends with inverse polarity (e.g.
begins as + voltage, ends as - voltage).

Fig. 15. Illuminated examples of voltage and mg. flux in transformer for
various values of average switching frequency.

VI. MODULAR CONCEPT
Figure 16 describes the modular topology. Each MC has
its own separate MFT with a single input and output. We
have to apply a special control algorithm to balance the
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been discussed in detail. The main focus is on uncertain
states (near zero crossing, etc.).
The fourth and fifth chapters describe a novel control
strategy of matrix converters with respect to magnetic
saturation of MFTs. The focus is on relationships which
produce optimized values of the switching angle in order to
optimize the switching frequency of MC. The sixth chapter
presents the new modular concept with several separate
MFTs.
Theoretical considerations of novel control strategy were
verified by PC simulations and compared with
measurements in the laboratory model of traction converter.
Fig. 18. Ratio q = 8 (input frequency 50 Hz and average switching
frequency in MFT 400 Hz).
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